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Rotoplat 3000HD
AUTOMATIC ROTATING TABLE WRAPPING MACHINES

Automatic rotating table with driven roller surface to wrap and stabilize loads on pallets with 
stretch film to be used in automatic packaging at the end of the line.

Rotoplat series wrapping machines stand out for their driven roller surface rotation system 
which is made up of a toothed thrust bearing supported by a high load capacity ball bearing 
and high resistance pin transmission; this construction solution ensures high operating 
reliability and working life in the most wearing use conditions. 

Table rotation speed and relevant acceleration and deceleration ramps are controlled by a 
frequency converter; this guarantees that the table always stops in phase regardless of the 
load weight and makes sure it is always aligned with the infeed and outfeed conveyors, 
assuring correct pallet supply and unloading. 

ROTOPLAT 3000 HD: suited to wrap and move pallets in automatic cycles in merchandise 
sectors that require high performance.

PGSM CARRIAGE
Single motor on board
Fixed pre-stretch up to 340%
Optional kits for different pre-stretch ratios
Containment force/corner compensation: load cell 

PGSA GARRIAGE 
Two motors on board
Variable pre-stretch 150% - 400% set via control panel 
Containment force/corner compensation: load cell
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CLAMP AND CUT 
Oscillating scissor clamp and cutting 
unit with built-in welder: high versa-
tility in use with various sized pallets 
and minimum film tail that perfectly 
adheres to the pallet.

SPRING CLAMP
Patented group with pulse hot wire 
film cut and film tail pallet welding de-
vice.

SPRING CLAMP WITH 
LATERAL MOVEMENT 
Ideal for different pallet sizes 
(only table with roller conveyors).

CLAMP-CUT-SEALER
UNIT ON THE PRESSURE
Conceived to finish the wrap in the 
upper part of the pallet (is required 
the adoption of the top pressure de-
vice and the automatic device for film 
height reduction).

TOP PRESSURE DEVICE 
Pneumatically/mechanical driven 
de-vice used as an option with 
especially unstable loads or in 
combination with top cover 
systems (Top Inside).

CHAIN TABLE
For pallet loads with bottom slats 
cross-wise to the movement 
direc-tion, is available the table 
with chain transport.

1 2 3

ROPING DEVICE 

System that reduces the film strip into a “rope” to ensure a more effective stabilization of the 
load. .

2. 
SINGLE MOVEMENT FROM THE TOP

3. 
DOUBLE MOVEMENT 
Formation of a double “rope”.

1.
SINGLE MOVEMENT FROM THE BOTTOM 
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STRATEGIC FILM  
PLACEMENT
b Scientific approach to ultimate load 

containment
b Place film precisely where it has 

the most impact on load containment

MULTI-LEVEL VARIABLE 
CONTAINMENT FORCE
b Delivers the optimal containment 

force at each level
b Enables the delivery of the highest 

pre-stretch at all levels

MULTI-LEVEL VARIABLE PRE-STRETCH 
b Ensures best film economy  

for all loads
b Ensures best film economy 

for all films
b Ensures highest containment level 

attainable for all films
b Delivers 30% to 55% film savings

PROACTIVE CORNER  
COMPENSATION
b Reduces product damage 

on corners
b Improves containment on flat 

sides of loads
b Enables higher containment levels 

on each revolution

• Reduces film cost by 30% to 55%
• Improves load containmen
• Reduces product damage by 40%

Deliver EXACTLY the right amount of filmat EXACTLY the 
right position with EXACTLY the right containment force.

Force = 8 Kg

Force = 8 Kg

Force = 11 Kg

Force = 15 Kg

Force = 13 Kg

Force = 17 Kg

Pre-Stretch = 440%

Pre-Stretch = 440%

Pre-Stretch = 440%

Pre-Stretch = 440%

Pre-Stretch = 440%

Pre-Stretch = 440% 
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ROTOPLAT
3000HD 

THE CONTENTS OF THIS CATALOG HAS BEEN VERIFIED BEFORE PRINTING. ROBOPAC RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY IN EVERY MOMENT THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERI-
STICS OF THE PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES ILLUSTRATED IN THE PRESENT DOCUMENT.

MACHINE   ROTOPLAT 3000HD           ROTOPLAT 3000HD T.I.

min-max pallet dimensions (*) mm
inches

600x800 - 1000x1200 
24x32 - 40x48

 min-max front leading (*) mm
inches

800 - 1000
32 - 40

min-max pallet height mm
inches

500 - 2000
20 - 80

max pallet weight kg
Ibs

2000
4409.25

table height mm
inches

500
20

output capacity (**) pallet/h         44

 STD pre-stretch carriage PGSM

 pre-stretch ratio included 177%

STANDARD ELECTRICAL FEATURES
 power supply voltage V 380 - 400 - 415 ± 5%

 power supply frequency Hz 50

STANDARD PNEUMATIC FEATURES
 air pressure bar 6

REEL FEATURES
 reel height mm

inches
500 - 750 (OPTIONAL) 
20 - 30 (OPTIONAL)

 max reel diameter mm
inches

250

 max cardboard STD reel height mm
inches

510
20.4

 film thickness workable (***) μm 17 - 30

 TOP Film 
thickness μm 40 - 100

TECHNICAL FEATURES

T.I. = Top Inside
(*) Possibility of stretch wrapping the half and quarter pallet
(**) Under defined wrapping cycles and pallet sizes 
(***) According to film quality




